
R.S. Kittrell Biology Wk 4

Date Skill

M 09/15/14

T 09/16/14

Day 
of 

Week

   Unit 1: The Cell & 
Cellular Movement      
Bio 4.1.1 Compare the 
structures and 
functions of the major 
biological molecules 
(carbohydrates, lipids, 
proteins and nucleic 
acids) as related to the 
survival of the living   
organisms.                      

 Bio 1.1.1-3, 1.1.2 
(expanded statement 
written  below)              
                                      
  What are the 
common 
characteristics of 
living organisms?                 

    How can you 
compare the structure 
of a cell to the organ 
systems of a human 
body?
 What does the 
phrase “structure to 
function 
relationship”mean?
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W 09/17/14

Due Date:  ___________________

H 09/18/14

Essential & Unit ?, 
Cont. each day               
                                        
                                      

Unit questions:                  

 Why is the 
microscope important? 
                      
What is an organelle?  
       
How do prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic cells 
compare to one 
another? 

 Essential & Unit ?, Cont. 
each day
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F 09/19/14

EXTRA
Bio 1.1.1. 

Bio 1.1.2

Bio 1.1.3 

Bio 1.2.1. 

I will . . .

Essential & Unit ?, 
Cont. each day
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Plan

Opening:  H- Read & Discuss Henrietta Lacks reading  Reg Reading on Prokaryote, discuss 
and answer ?'s         [15min]                                                                                                      
         While reading hand out papers and progress report.  Discussion.     [5min]                     
            Discuss BioChem test.  May do corrections after school or during remediation.           
               Review: Cell Organelles Rap- videoclip-   
http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=248477      Discuss Cells- Continue: Scientists & 
Cell Theory, Prokaryote vs Eukaryote cells. Remind                           Organelles associated 
with each- ppt w/guided notes- Reg.   Honors -guided notes                    with additional 
scientists and organelles= nucleolus, golgi, Smooth & rough ER,                          cytoskeleton, 
centriole, 9/2 structure of cillia/flagella.                                            Activity:  Sepup 
interactive Build-a-Cell http://sepuplhs.org/high/sgi/teachers/cell_sim.html                    Clwk to hmwk:  
Diagram Prokaryote and Eukaryote cells[Animal & Plant]                             Quiz:  Organelle 
quiz                                                                                                                   Extra:  Cell 
video-    Animal cell    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj8dDTHGJBY                                 
               Plant Cell       http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UvlqAVCoqY               
Opening:  Complete thinking map of Prokaryote vs Eukaryote                                                   
 Intro to Cell- videoclip-      http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=248477    
  Review with PPT on classifying Prokaryote, Eukaryote [plant & animal]      Form. 
Assessment     Discuss Cells-  Cell specialization with ppt /guided notes                                  
                          Activity:  SEPUP interactive Cell Specialization  
http://sepuplhs.org/high/sgi/teachers/special_cell_sim.html   Microscope lab:  cells                                                  

                                                                                                   Cwk to Hmwk:   Flash cards -R.  Cell 
definition triangles H – student to create last third. To be used as study guide.                     
                                                                                 

http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=248477
http://sepuplhs.org/high/sgi/teachers/cell_sim.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj8dDTHGJBY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UvlqAVCoqY
http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=248477
http://sepuplhs.org/high/sgi/teachers/special_cell_sim.html
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Opening:  Review notes on Lipids     & Proteins                                                                         
Complete: Discussion cell membrane structure & function [guided notes]                                 
                 Fluid Mosaic Model                                                                                              
Bubble Lab:  “How is a bubble similar to the cell membrane”  Observe & listen for                  
                    understanding.
Build a membrane interactive                                                                                                   
                           https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap1101/construction-of-the-cell-membraneReg   
                                                                                                                                        
Clwk-HW: Color the lipid bilayer and answer questions                                                             
Quiz:  Prokaryote and Eukaryote  [Be mindful of games this week and adjust Q dates.]          
                                                                                                                                                 
Extra:  Fluid Mosaic Model videoclip - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl5EmUQdkuI

Opening:  Warm-up- Oreo membrane activity (How is an Oreo like the lipid bilayer?)
Discuss:  Passive Transport in Cells w/notes (diffusion, osmosis, facilitated diffusion)           
                     Honors- include hypotonic, hypertonic, isotonic solution problems.
Activity: Popsicle stick lab (using different objects)
Interactives:   https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap11003/the-cell--passive-transport-osmosis

            https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap11103/passive-transport--filtration-and-facilitated-diffusion    
                                                                                                                                             
Hw: H- practice problems: hypo, hyper, iso soln                                                                        
  Quiz:  cell membrane                                                                                                         
Extra: - Membrane Transport- Active Vs Passive

https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap1101/construction-of-the-cell-membraneReg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl5EmUQdkuI
https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap11003/the-cell--passive-transport-osmosis
https://www.wisc-online.com/learn/natural-science/life-science/ap11103/passive-transport--filtration-and-facilitated-diffusion
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EXTRA:  

Opening:   passive transport practice problems calculations- H   R- movement passive trans.   
   Lab:  Dialysis Bag- Iodine/Starch Lab    in groups of 2-3                                                      
      Quiz- passive transport
Discuss:  Active Transport ppt w/ notes 
Cwk-Hw: Study guide (will include: Cell theory, Scientists, Organelles, lipids, transport)  may 
                   work quietly with table mate.                                                                                 
     Extra= Reading Selection and Activity:  Active vs Passive Transport - Honors                    
                   

Summarize the structure and function of organelles in eukaryotic cells (including the nucleus, plasma 
membrane, cell wall, mitochondria, vacuoles, chloroplasts, and ribosomes) and ways that these organelles 
interact with each other to perform the function of the cell. 
Compare prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells in terms of their general structures (plasma membrane and genetic 
material) and degree of complexity. 

Explain how instructions in DNA lead to cell differentiation and result in cells specialized to perform specific 
functions in multicellular organisms. 

Explain how homeostasis is maintained in the cell and within an organism in various environments (including 
temperature and pH).

I will learn that cells contain organelles including: the plasma membrane, cell wall, 
mitochondria, vacuoles, chloroplasts, and ribosomes.
I will learn that cells are specialized to their function and can communicate with one 
another.
I will investigate how cells move materials in and out including: passive transport 
(diffusion, osmosis), active transport, and the role of ATP as a source of energy.
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